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We theoretically study an impulsively excited quantum bouncer (QB)—a particle bouncing off a surface
in the presence of gravity. A pair of time-delayed pulsed excitations is shown to induce a wave-packet echo
effect—a partial rephasing of the QB wave function appearing at twice the delay between pulses. In
addition, an appropriately chosen observable [here, the population of the ground gravitational quantum
state (GQS)] recorded as a function of the delay is shown to contain the transition frequencies between the
GQSs, their populations, and partial phase information about the wave-packet quantum amplitudes. The
wave-packet echo effect is a promising candidate method for precision studies of GQSs of ultracold
neutrons, atoms, and antiatoms confined in closed gravitational traps.
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Introduction.—In the last decades, massive quantum
particle bouncing off a surface under the influence of
gravity turned from being an issue of textbooks and
pedagogical essays [1–4] into a subject of precision experi-
ments on atom-optics gravitational cavities [5,6] and
physics of ultracold neutrons (UCNs) [7]. The observation
of gravitational quantum states (GQSs) [8–11] and whis-
pering gallery states [12,13] of neutrons (n) fueled a vast
research in this area which, among other goals, aims to the
search for new fundamental short-range interactions and
physics beyond the Standard Model, as well as verification
of weak equivalence principle in the quantum regime (see,
e.g., the introduction of [14], and references therein).
Cold atoms and antiatoms can also bounce on surfaces

and form GQSs [15] due to the quantum reflection from a
rapidly changing attractive van der Waals (Casimir-Polder)
surface potential (see, e.g., [16] and references therein). In
contrast to the extremely precise measurements of gravita-
tional properties of matter [17–19], the best constraint [20]
for the gravitational mass (acceleration) of antimatter does
not allow us to even define the sign of acceleration. Several
collaborations perform experiments at CERN [21–23] aim-
ing to improve the accuracy. The GQSs method seems to
promise the best accuracy for antihydrogen atoms ðH̄Þ [24].
Resonant spectroscopy of neutron GQSs was proposed

in [25], measured using periodic excitation of quantum
bouncers (QBs) by mechanical vibrations of the surface
[26–30], and is being implemented using a periodically
changing magnetic field gradient [31,32]. Spatial distribu-
tion of GQSs of n was measured with micron resolution
[33]. For bouncing H̄ atoms, resonant spectroscopy [34,35]
and interferometry [24,36,37] approaches have been
developed.

Here, we study the physics of impulsively excited QBs,
and consider two example excitations: (i) by applying a
pulsed magnetic field gradient interacting with the QB’s
magnetic dipole moment, and (ii) by a jolt caused by an
impulsive shake of the surface. Short laser pulses have been
widely used for time-resolved molecular spectroscopy,
however, the related aspects of the GQS spectroscopy
are unexplored yet. A spectacular effect in the dynamics
of kick-excited nonlinear systems is the echo phenomenon
first discovered by E. Hahn in spin systems [38,39] (spin
echo). Since then, various types of echoes have been
observed, including photon echoes [40,41], cyclotron
echoes [42], plasma-wave echoes [43], neutron spin echoes
[44], cold atom echoes in optical traps [45–47], echoes in
particle accelerators [48–52], and more recently, alignment
and orientation echoes in molecular gases [53–61]. In these
examples, an echo appears in inhomogeneous ensembles of
many particles evolving at different frequencies. Echoes
were also observed in single quantum objects: in a single
mode of quantized electromagnetic field interacting with
atoms passing through a cavity [62,63] and in single
vibrationally excited molecules [64].
In the first part of this Letter, we demonstrate, for the first

time, that highly nonlinear dynamics of the classical
particle bouncing over an impenetrable reflective surface
favors observation of the echo in single quantum bouncers.
Then, we explore the response of a QB to a pair of time-
delayed kicks, and analyze its dependence on the delay
between kicks. The population of the ground GQS as a
function of the delay is shown to contain the transition
frequencies between the populated GQSs, as well as partial
phase information about the QB wave packet. This paves
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the way for a new kind of time-resolved GQS spectroscopy
which has a number of advantages. It doesn’t require fine
tuning of the excitation frequency to a specific resonance
between the GQSs, and it eliminates some frequency shifts
characteristic of the resonant GQS spectroscopy [32].
Free quantum bouncer.—The vertical motion of the QB

(along the Z axis) is quantized and decoupled from the
motion along the X and Y axes. The eigenfunctions ψ i and
energies Ei of the QB of mass m are found from

Hgψ i ¼ −
ℏ2

2m
∂2ψ i

∂z2 þmgzψ i ¼ Eiψ i; ð1Þ

where g is the gravitational acceleration, and z is the
vertical position. Inertial and gravitational masses are
taken as equal. The perfect reflection off the surface is
accounted for by the boundary condition ψ iðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0,
while ψ iðz → ∞Þ ¼ 0. Position, time, and energy are
measured in units of [4]: zg ¼ ðℏ2=2m2gÞ1=3, tg ¼ ℏ=Eg,
and Eg ¼ mgzg (e.g., for neutron: zg ¼ 5.87 μm,
tg ¼ 1.094 ms, Eg ¼ 0.60 peV). The solutions of Eq. (1)
are shifted Airy functions [4]

ψ iðzÞ ¼ NiAiðz − ziÞ ¼
Aiðz − ziÞ
jAi0ð−ziÞj

; ð2Þ

where −zi are the zeroes of AiðzÞ, and Ni ¼ jAi0ð−ziÞj−1
are the normalization constants [65]. The (positive) ener-
gies are Ei ¼ zi [4].
Echo in a classical ensemble of gravitational

bouncers.—It is instructive to start from considering the
dynamics ofN ≫ 1 classical bouncing particles subject to a
pair of delayed pulsed excitations (“kicks”). The first kick
initiates nonequilibrium dynamics in the phase space. Here,

for clarity of presentation, we model the resulting phase
space distribution by a displaced Gaussian with means μz;v
and variances σz;v, for vertical position and velocity [see the
bright blue spot in Fig. 1(a)].
Since the classical particle bouncing over an impen-

etrable reflective surface in the presence of gravity is a
nonlinear system, the bouncing frequency of the particle
depends on its energy. As a consequence, the initial smooth
phase space distribution evolves into a spiral-like structure
[see the blue filaments in Fig. 1(a)]. The number of spiral
turns increases with time, and they become thinner to
conserve the phase-space volume. Such “filamentation” is
characteristic of nonlinear systems [51,66,67]. The spiral in
the phase space exhibits itself via multiple sharp peaks
(“density waves” [68]) in the spatial distribution.
The filamented phase space serves as a basis for the

echo formation induced by the second kick applied at
t ¼ tk. Depending on the type of QB and specific
experimental implementation, various kicking mecha-
nisms can be utilized. As a first example here, we consider
particles with nonzero magnetic moment μ, and kick
them using pulsed inhomogeneous magnetic field, B.
For simplicity, we assume B has a uniform gradient near
the surface [31,32], and fix μ along or against B. Then, the
dimensionless interaction potential is VBðz; tÞ ¼ −sβðtÞz
ðs ¼ �1Þ, βðtÞ ¼ ak exp½−ðt − tkÞ2=σ2k�, ak ¼ jμjβ̂=ðmgÞ,
and β̂ is the magnitude of the gradient. Figure 1(b) shows
the phase space distribution shortly after the kick, leading
to particles bunching and formation of localized tips on
each branch of the spiral. The filamented structure
provides a quasidiscrete set of oscillation frequencies
for the tips [55,56], which continue evolving freely
and, with time, get out of phase. However, due to their
quasidiscrete frequencies, the tips synchronize at twice the
delay, at t ≈ 2tk [see Fig. 1(c)], resulting in the echo
response [48,51,55,56]. Echo manifests in various physi-
cal observables. Here, we consider the average position
hziðtÞ (also averaged over s ¼ �1). Figure 1(d) clearly
shows the echo response emerging at twice the kick delay,
at t ≈ 2tk. Although the tips fade with time, they syn-
chronize quasiperiodically producing higher order echoes
[51,54,55] visible at 3tk; 4tk;….
Gravitational wave packet echo.—Initially, the QB is

assumed to be in a pure quantum state, e.g., a wave packet
of GQSs. A pure GQS has not yet been selected exper-
imentally, due to tunneling of particles through a gravita-
tional barrier [10], but we count on the major reduction of
contamination of neighboring GQSs in the future [69]. The
QB may be set into motion either by kicking it or by
dropping it on the surface from a step [70] or ion trap [24].
We start from the latter and model the initial state by a
displaced Gaussian

Ψðz; t ¼ 0Þ ¼
�

2

πσ2z

�
1=4

exp

�
−
ðz − μzÞ2

σ2z

�
: ð3Þ

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

FIG. 1. Phase space analysis. N ¼ 2 × 104 particles bounce on
a surface, and kicked at t ¼ tk ¼ 60. Kick parameters: ak ¼ 0.5
(e.g., for neutrons: jμj ¼ 60.3 neV=T, β̂ ≈ 0.8 T=m), σk ¼ 0.5.
Initial distribution [light blue, (a)] parameters: μz ¼ 20.0,
μv ¼ 0.0, σz ¼ 4, σv ¼ 1=8. (a) In blue—filamented phase space
before the kick. (b) Shortly after the kick. (c) Close to echo event,
at t ≈ 2tk. Arrows point at the tips (see the text). (d) Average
position.
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This state is similar to the initial phase space distri-
bution used in the classical analysis. In the quantum
case, the observable is the expectation value, hziðtÞ ¼R∞
0 Ψ�ðz; tÞzΨðz; tÞdz. In principle, the echo effect can
be observed in a variety of experimentally accessible
observables, e.g., a flux through the surface [71].
Figure 2 shows that, after several bounces, the wave

packet collapses [hziðtÞ oscillations decay] because of the
differences in the transition frequencies of GQSs forming
the wave packet (a direct consequence of the anharmonicity
of the potential). The echo is induced by a kick applied after
a delay tk. Following the example considered classically,
we assume that the QB (an atom, antiatom, or neutron) has
spin 1=2 and kick it by a pulsed inhomogeneous magnetic
field, B. The Hamiltonian isH ¼ Hg − sβðtÞz, whereHg is
defined in Eq. (1), and s ¼ �1 corresponds to spin states
oriented along or against the field (see the Supplemental
Material [72] for details). The echo response is clearly
visible at twice the kick delay, at t ≈ 2tk. The result is the
average of hziðtÞ obtained for s ¼ �1.
The echo of GQSs is conceptually different from

classical echoes emerging in ensemble of many nonident-
ical bouncers. The former can be observed in single
bouncers by repeating the experiment many times starting
from the same initial state. The interference pattern devel-
oping after many measurements is a time-domain analog of
the spatial interference fringes formed in the double slit
experiment with single electrons (the famous Feynman
gedanken experiment, see [73] and references therein).
Related echoes have been observed in single atoms
interacting with a single mode of cavity [62,63], and in
single vibrationally excited molecules [64]. The echo of the
GQSs also differs from quantum revivals, which happen in
wave packets containing many states without additional
kicks. The periodicity of revivals depends only on the
energy spectrum [74–77], while the echo period is con-
trolled by the kick delay.
Time-resolved GQS spectroscopy.—An appropriately

chosen observable measured as a function of the kick
delay contains spectroscopic information about the
QB. Here, for example, we choose to follow the population
of the ground GQS. The suggested measurement can
be realized in the typical flow-through configuration

(see Fig. 3) [8,27,33,78], or using closed traps for QBs
[14,78]. The experiment includes three stages: preparation,
interaction, and detection. Initially, particles pass through a
narrow slit [(a) in Fig. 3], whose top surface is rough
leading to the loss of highly excited particles. A sufficiently
long and properly sized slit allows preparing the ground
GQS, ψ1 [79,80]. Then, the QB enters the interaction
region [(b) in Fig. 3], where it is subject to two kicks. In the
detection stage, the particles pass through the second slit
[(c) in Fig. 3] allowing only the population trapped in the
ground state to reach the detector (not shown). The delay, τ
between the kicks is varied and the population of the
ground state is recorded as a function of τ.
For impulsive (and identical) kicks, the Hamiltonian

during the excitations is H ≈ VðzÞfðtÞ. The wave function
after the first kick is given by Ψþ ¼ PΨ−, where Ψ− is the
wave function before the kick, P ¼ exp½−iαVðzÞ�, and
α ¼ R

∞
−∞ fðtÞdt. For the initial ground GQS, ψ1,

Ψþ ¼ P∞
i¼1 Pi1ψ i, where Pij is the matrix representation

of P in the basis of ψ is. After a delay τ (just before
the second excitation), the wave function is Ψ−ðτÞ ¼P∞

i¼1 Pi1ψ ie−iziτ. The delay-dependent amplitude of
the ground state after the second kick is given by
c1ðτÞ ¼

P∞
i¼1 P

2
1i exp½−iziτ�, while the population reads

jc1j2ðτÞ ¼
P∞

i;j¼1ðP1iP�
1jÞ2 exp ½−iðzi − zjÞτ�. This signal

oscillates at transition frequencies between the GQSs
populated by the first kick. The second kick affects the
amplitudes of the GQSs but not their transition frequencies.
In the limit of weak kicks (keeping only terms with i ¼ 1,
j ≥ 1 and i ≥ 1, j ¼ 1) jc1j2ðτÞ reads

jc1j2ðτÞ ≈
X∞
i¼1

ðP�
11P1iÞ2e−iðzi−z1Þτ þ c:c:; ð4Þ

where “c.c.” stands for complex conjugate. The function in
Eq. (4) contains the transition frequencies between the
excited states ψ i and the ground state ψ1. Notice that the
signal contains phase information allowing us, in principle,
to retrieve the complex-valued wave function expansion
coefficients P1i (up to a π phase). This is analogous to the
“quantum holography” procedure [81–84]. The access to
phase information may open new possibilities for con-
straining the parameters of extra interactions [85–88].

FIG. 2. Echo induced by pulsed inhomogeneous magnetic field
kick. The kick is applied at t ¼ tk ¼ 60. Initial state parameters:
μz ¼ 20, σz ¼ 8 [see Eq. (3)]. Excitation parameters: ak ¼
jμjβ̂=mg ¼ 0.5 (e.g., for neutrons: β̂ ≈ 0.8 T=m), and σk ¼ 0.5.
The classical result [see Fig. 1(d)] is added for comparison.

(a)

(b)

(c)

( )

FIG. 3. Schematic of a flow-through experimental setup.
Bouncing (along Z axis) particles propagate in X direction.
(a) First slit with a rough top surface used for preparation.
(b) Interaction region. (c) Second slit used for detection.
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Figure 4(a) shows the numerically calculated jc1j2ðτÞ
for the case of two delayed kicks by a pulsed inhomo-
geneous magnetic field. Here, the time dependence
of the field is defined by βðtÞ ¼ ak1 exp½−t2=σ2k1�þ
ak2 exp½−ðt − τÞ2=σ2k2�. The maximal delay is close to
the typical time of flight through the interaction
region [(b) in Fig. 3] in experiments with UCNs (see
Refs. [8–11,27–29,31–33] for details). Figure 4(b) shows
the spectrum of the signal in Fig. 4(a), which mainly
contains the energy differences Eij ¼ Ei − Ej between
the low-lying excited states ψ i (i ¼ 2;…; 6) and the
ground state ψ1 [see Eq. (4)]. The relative errors
defined by 100% × ðEi1 − zi1Þ=zi1, where zi1 ¼ zi − z1
[see Eq. (2)], are 0.52%, −1.27%, 1.69%, 0.87%,
1.52% for i ¼ 2;…; 6, typical for flow-through experi-
ments. The precision of the extracted frequencies
increases with increasing the maximal delay, which
can be achieved in closed traps [14]. Moreover, modern
digital signal processing techniques [89,90] allow us to
significantly increase the spectral resolution compared to
the simple Fourier analysis. This is possible by making
use of the a priori knowledge about the structure of the
signal, e.g., the discreteness of its spectrum.
Kick by a jolt from the surface.—Both the wave-packet

echoes and the GQS spectroscopy approach discussed
above are general and do not depend on the specific type
of kicks, as long as they are short. Here, we consider an
additional kind of kick caused by a sudden displacement of
the reflective boundary. The corresponding Schrödinger
equation has a time-dependent boundary condition
Ψ½z ¼ hðtÞ� ¼ 0, where hðtÞ is the mirror surface height
(see the Supplemental Material [72] for details). Such a

model can, in principle, describe several experimental
scenarios in which the kicks are induced by shaking the
surface as a whole or by existence of protrusions, grooves,
or steps on the surface. Such inhomogeneities appear as a
time-dependent boundary in the reference frame copropa-
gating transversally with the QB moving along the surface.
Here, hðtÞ ¼ ak1 exp½−t2=σ2k1� þ ak2 exp½−ðt − τÞ2=σ2k2�,
where ak1; ak2 are the amplitudes of the kicks, and
σk1; σk2 define their widths.
Figure 5 shows the echo response of hziðtÞ. Here, the QB

is initially in the ground state ψ1. A single kick at t ¼ 0
excites a wave packet which collapses after several oscil-
lations (dashed blue). However, when a second kick is
applied at t ¼ tk, echo responses emerge at t ≈ 2tk; 3tk
(solid orange).
Figure 6(a) shows jc1j2ðτÞ in this case, while the

corresponding spectrum is shown in Fig. 6(b). The relative

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Time-resolved GQS spectroscopy: kicks by pulsed
inhomogeneous magnetic field. (a) jc1j2ðτÞ, kicks’ parameters:
ak1 ¼ 2, ak2 ¼ 1 (e.g., for neutron: jμj ¼ 60.3 neV=T,
β̂1 ≈ 2.4 T=m, β̂2 ≈ 1.2 T=m), σk1 ¼ σk2 ¼ 0.2. (b) Spectrum
of jc1j2ðτÞ. Peaks correspond to energy differences Ei1
(i ¼ 2;…; 6). Theoretical energy differences [see Eq. (2)]:
z21¼1.750, z31¼3.182, z41¼4.449, z51¼5.606, z61¼6.684.

FIG. 5. Echo induced by surface shake. The first kick is applied
at t ¼ 0, the delay of the second kick is tk ¼ 150. The echo
emerges at t ≈ 2tk; 3tk. Kicks’ parameters: ak1 ¼ 1.5, σk1 ¼ 0.1,
ak2 ¼ 1.0, σk2 ¼ 0.16.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. Time-resolved GQS spectroscopy: kicks by surface
shake. (a) jc1j2ðτÞ, kicks’ parameters: ak1 ¼ 0.6, ak2 ¼ 0.1, and
σk1 ¼ σk2 ¼ 0.2. (b) Spectrum of jc1j2ðτÞ shown in panel (a).
Peaks correspond to energy differences Ei1 (i ¼ 2;…; 6). Theo-
retical differences [see Eq. (2)]: z21 ¼ 1.750, z31 ¼ 3.182,
z41 ¼ 4.449, z51 ¼ 5.606, z61 ¼ 6.684, where zi1 ¼ zi − z1.
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errors of the extracted energy differences are 0.52%,
−1.27%, 0.28%, 0.87%, −0.37% for i ¼ 2;…; 6. In the
limit of weak kicks (ak1, ak2 ≪ 1), jc1j2ðτÞ can be obtained
using time-dependent perturbation theory [see Eq. (9) in the
Supplemental Material [72] ]. In agreement with Eq. (4),
the signal contains the transition frequencies between the
excited states ψ i and the ground state ψ1, and the Fourier
amplitudes are proportional to the squared expansion
coefficients of the wave packet after the first excitation.
Conclusions.—Echo effect in impulsively excited QBs is

considered, and the echo formation mechanism is discussed
using the auxiliary classical model. Echoes may be used for
probing decoherence effects originating from interactions
with the environment or other particles. The population of
the ground state recorded as a function of the delay is
shown to contain the transition frequencies between GQSs
excited by the first kick, populations, and partial phases
information. The retrieved phases may open opportunities
for constraining the parameters of extra fundamental
interactions [85–88]. Various initial states, detection
schemes, probe particles, and kicking mechanisms can
be envisioned for both inducing the echo effect and GQS
spectroscopy. This method can be used by the current
collaborations working with GQSs of UCNs (Tokyo,
qBounce, Los Alamos, GRANIT), with H̄ (GBAR), with
hydrogen atoms (GRASIAN), with whispering gallery
states of neutrons, atoms, and antiatoms [91].
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